
DISCOVERING MY INNER STRENGTH

What can support us to reclaim our life and tap into our internal wisdom is re- asserting our strength of mind and heart.
Mindfulness and.

Ask for understanding, encouragement and TLC. Do you love your body as it is? You want to speak your
truth. The answer: Learning how to build our self-confidence. Lift weights even if they are soup cans , walk in
nature, feed your body healthy food and get your sleep. But when I hit a challenging moment, I found myself
without an anchor and without the resources to deal with it. Be brutal and protective about the company you
keep. Trust your inner pilot light -- your core. Can bend with change and embrace it. When I share my truth in
a kind and skillful way. Right now, you can be part of the founding group with at the early-bird pricing. These
were some of the wisest words ever spoken to me and why I started volunteering and taking classes after the
bottom dropped out of my world. Carve out time to do that thing that you are really good at. Like when you
find out you have lost your job with no option in sight "Boom! Know who you are. And do you have a
spiritual connection that feels awesome? Having Boundaries. You have roared before and will roar again. Be
mindful. Hanging out with the wrong people can deplete your energy with every visit. It's a great time to
connect with nature and just sit with your thoughts. These seven tips will make you powerful. The opinions
expressed here by Inc. The one constant is you, and how you deal with all the change. So you can identify how
you feel! What sensations are in our chest and your belly? You can't even remember what it feels like to "be
normal. Do your thoughts race around in endless cycles of negativity? When is a time that you realized that
you gave away your power?


